Introduction
When hearing health care professional practice has one or more hearing loops in its office, professionals can offer more services to their patients and give patients ADA accessibility in their communities.

How Can Hearing Loops Be Used
- Validate that their patient’s telecoils are working properly.
- Instruct patients on how to use their telecoils for FM, IR, and hearing loops.
- Create an experience for patients to use a hearing loop before purchasing devices.
- Provide info for a patient to install a personal hearing loop in their living room.
- Communication Access when having a discussion with a patient.

Where Can Hearing Loops Be Used At A Practice
- Waiting room TV. Attach a hearing loop to the TV. Patients and their hearing partners can listen using their telecoils, headphones and a receiver, OTOjOY LoopBuds, or Williams Sound Pocketalker 2.0.
- Service counter hearing loop. Patients can understand the conversation more clearly. The hearing loop can be permanently installed, or a portable unit can be used.
- Patient room. Use a portable unit to move between rooms. You can teach a patient how to use their telecoil during an appointment and then move it to the checkout area.
- Community. You can use your portable hearing loop in the community to demonstrate, train, and advocate in the community.

Equipment can be purchased from a variety of manufacturers, installers, and retailers.
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